The spin-charge-family theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] predicts before the electroweak break four -rather than the observed three -coupled massless families of quarks and leptons. Mass matrices of all the family members demonstrate in this proposal the same symmetry, determined by the scalar fields: There are two SU (2) triplets, the gauge fields of the family groups, and the three singlets, the gauge fields of the three charges (Q, Q and Y ), distinguishing among family members -all with the quantum numbers of the standard model scalar Higgs with respect to the weak and the hyper charge [13]: ± 1 2 and ∓ 1 2 , respectively. Respecting by the spin-charge-family theory proposed symmetry of mass matrices and simplifying the study by assuming that mass matrices are hermitian and real and mixing matrices real, we fit the six free parameters of each family member mass matrix to the experimental data of twice three measured masses of quarks and to the measured quarks mixing matrix elements, within the experimental accuracy. Since any 3 × 3 sub matrix of the 4 × 4 matrix (either unitary or orthogonal) determines the whole 4 × 4 matrix uniquely we are able to predict the properties of the fourth family members provided that the experimental data for the 3 × 3 sub matrix are enough accurate, which is not yet the case. However, new experimental data [15] fit better to the required symmetry of mass matrices than the old data [16] . The obtained mass matrices are very close to the democratic ones.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are several attempts in the literature to reconstruct mass matrices of quarks and leptons out of the observed masses and mixing matrices and correspondingly to learn more about properties of the fermion families [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The most popular is the n × n matrix, close to the democratic one, predicting that (n − 1) families must be very light in comparison with the n th one. Most of attempts treat neutrinos differently than the other family members, relying on the Majorana part, the Dirac part and the "sea-saw" mechanism. Most often are the number of families taken to be equal to the number of the so far observed families, while symmetries of mass matrices are chosen in several different ways [29] [30] [31] . Also possibilities with four families are discussed [32] [33] [34] .
In this paper we follow the spin-charge-family theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , which predicts four families of arXiv:1412.5866v1 [hep-ph] 18 Dec 2014 quarks and leptons and the symmetries of their mass matrices, the same for all the family members.
The mass matrix of each family member is in the spin-charge-family theory determined by the scalar fields, which carry besides by the standard model required weak and hyper charges [13] (± 1 2 and ∓ 1 2 , respectively) also the additional charges: There are two SU (2) triplets, the gauge fields of the family groups, and three singlets, the gauge fields of the three charges (Q, Q and Y ), which distinguish among family members. These scalar fields cause, after getting nonzero vacuum expectation values [13] , the electroweak break. Assuming that the contributions of all the scalar (and in loop corrections also of other) fields to mass matrices of fermions are real and symmetric, we are left with the following symmetry of mass matrices
the same for all the family members α ∈ {u, d, ν, e}. In appendix A 1 the evaluation of this mass matrix is presented and the symmetry commented. The symmetry of the mass matrix Eq. (1) is kept in all loop corrections.
A change of phases of the left handed and the right handed basis -there are (2n − 1) free choices -manifests in a change of phases of mass matrices.
The differences in the properties of the family members originate in the different charges of the family members and correspondingly in the different couplings to the corresponding scalar and gauge fields.
We fit (sect. III A) the mass matrix (Eq. (1)) with 6 free parameters of any family member to the so far observed properties of quarks and leptons within the experimental accuracy. That is:
For a pair of either quarks or leptons, we fit twice 6 free parameters of the two mass matrices to twice three so far measured masses and to the corresponding mixing matrix.
Since we have the same number of free parameters (6 parameters determine in the spin-chargefamily theory the mass matrix of any family member after the mass matrices are assumed to be real) as there are measured quantities for either quarks or leptons (two times 3 masses and 6
angles of the orthogonal mixing matrix under the simplification that the mixing matrix is real and hermitian), we should predict the fourth family masses and the missing mixing matrix elements (V u i d 4 , V u 4 d i , i ∈ (1, 2, 3)) uniquely, provided that the measured quantities are accurate. The n − 1 sub matrix of any unitary matrix determines the unitary matrix uniquely for n ≥ 4. The experimental inaccuracy, in particular for leptons and also for some of the matrix elements of the mixing matrix of quarks, is too large to be able to estimate the fourth family masses better than very roughly even for quarks. Yet we found out that our fitting to the experimental data for quarks are better when using the new experimental data for the quarks mixing matrix [15] than the old ones [16] , which mainly differ in the second and the third diagonal values. This might be a signal that the spin-charge-family theory is the right step beyond the standard model (if taking into account also other predictions of this theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] ), although we assume in this calculations the real mass matrices (Eq. (1)) and the orthogonal mixing matrices.
We treat all the family members, the quarks and the leptons, equivalently, as required by the spin-charge-family theory. We take into account the estimations of the influence of the fourth family masses to the mesons decays of the refs. [43] , making also our own estimations (pretty roughly so far, this work is not presented in this paper) [45] .
We can say that the so far obtained data do not contradict the prediction of the spin-chargefamily theory that there are four coupled families of quarks and leptons, the mass matrices of which manifest the symmetry determined by the family groups -the same for all the family members, quarks and leptons. The mass matrices are quite close to the "democratic" ones, in particular for leptons.
Since the mass matrices offer an insight into the properties of the scalar fields, which determine mass matrices (together with other fields), manifesting effectively as the observed Higgs and the Yukawa couplings, we hope to learn about the properties of these scalar fields also from the mass matrices of quarks and leptons.
In sect. II the procedure to fit free parameters of mass matrices (Eq. (1) to the experimental data is discussed.
We comment our studies in sect. IV.
In appendix A we offer a very brief introduction into the spin-charge-family theory, which the reader, accepting the proposed symmetry of mass matrices without knowing the origin of this symmetry, can skip. In Appendix neutrino the old results [11] for leptons are presented
In appendix A we offer a very brief introduction into the spin-charge-family theory, which the reader, accepting the proposed symmetry of mass matrices without knowing the origin of this symmetry, can skip.
II. PROCEDURE USED TO FIT FREE PARAMETERS OF MASS MATRICES TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
This part repeats in many points the ref. [11] Matrices, following from the spin-charge-family theory, might not be hermitian (appendix C).
We, however, simplify our study, presented in this paper, by assuming that the mass matrix for any family member, that is for quarks and 0leptons, is real and symmetric. We take the simplest phases up to signs, which depend on the choice of phases of the basic states, as discussed in
The matrix elements of mass matrices, with the loop corrections in all orders taken into account, manifesting the symmetry of Eq. (1), are in this paper taken as free parameters. Due to this symmetry, required by the family quantum numbers of the scalar fields [13] , there 6 parameters having (n − 1) · (2 − 2)/2) complex phases. Assuming, to simplify the calculations, that mass matrices are real, there are correspondingly 6 free real parameter for the mass matrix for u and d quarks and for ν and e leptons.
Let us first briefly overview properties of mixing matrices, a more detailed explanation of which can be found in subsection II A of this section.
Let M α , α denotes the family member (α = u, d, ν, e), be the mass matrix in the massless basis (with all loop corrections taken into account). Let V αβ = S α S β † , where α represents either the u-quark and β the d-quark, or α represents the ν-lepton and β the e-lepton, denotes a (in general unitary) mixing matrix of a particular pair: the quarks one or the leptons one.
For n × n matrix (n = 4 in our case) it follows:
i. If a known sub matrix (n − 1) × (n − 1) of an unitary matrix n × n with n ≥ 4 is extended to the whole unitary matrix n × n, the n 2 unitarity conditions determine (2(2(n − 1) + 1)) real unknowns completely. If the sub matrix (n − 1) × (n − 1) of an unitary matrix is made unitary by itself, then we loose the information of the last row and last column.
ii. If the mixing matrix is assumed to be orthogonal, then the (n − 1) × (n − 1) sub matrix contains all the information about the n × n orthogonal matrix to which it belongs and the n(n + 1)/2 conditions determine the 2(n − 1) + 1 real unknowns completely for any n.
If the sub matrix of the orthogonal matrix is made orthogonal by itself, then we loose all the information of the last row and last column.
We make in this paper, to simplify the present study, several assumptions [39] , as it has been already written in the introduction. In what follows we present the procedure used in our study and repeat the assumptions.
1. If the mass matrix M α is hermitian, then the unitary matrices S α and T α , introduced in appendix C to diagonalize a non hermitian mass matrix, differ only in phase factors depending on phases of basic vectors and manifesting in two diagonal matrices, F α S and F α T , corresponding to the left handed and the right handed basis, respectively. For hermitian mass matrices we therefore have: T α = S α F α S F α T † . By changing phases of basic vectors we can change phases of (2n − 1) matrix elements.
2. We take the diagonal matrices M α d and the mixing matrices V αβ from the available experimental data. The mass matrices M α in Eq. (1) have, if they are hermitian and real, 6 free
3. We limit the number of free parameters of the mass matrix of each family member α by taking into account n relations among free parameters, in our case n = 4, determined by the
which are expressions appearing at powers of λ α , λ 4 α + λ 3 α I 1 + λ 2 α I 2 + λ 1 α I 3 + λ 0 α I 4 = 0, in the eigenvalue equation. The invariants are fixed, within the experimental accuracy of the data, by the observed masses of quarks and leptons and by the fourth family mass, if we make a choice of it. for a chosen m α 4 . Correspondingly there are (6 − 4) free real parameters left for each mass matrix, after a choice is made for the mass of the fourth family member.
4. The diagonalizing matrices S α and S β , each depending on the reduced number of free parameters, are for real and symmetric mass matrices orthogonal. They follow from the procedure
provided that S α and S β fit the experimentally observed mixing matrices V † αβ within the experimental accuracy and that M α and M β manifest the symmetry presented in Eq. (1).
We keep the symmetry of the mass matrices accurate. One can proceed in two ways.
In the case A. one obtains from Eq. (3), after requiring that the mass matrix M α has the desired symmetry, the matrix S α and the mass matrix
, from where we get the mass matrix
In case B. one obtains equivalently the matrix S β , from where we get
. We use both ways iteratively taking into account the experimental accuracy of masses and mixing matrices.
5. Under the assumption of the present study that the mass matrices are real and symmetric, the orthogonal diagonalizing matrices S α and S β form the orthogonal mixing matrix V αβ , which depends on at most 6 (= n(n−1) 2 ) free real parameters (appendix C). Since, due to what we have explained at the beginning of this section, the experimentally measured matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix of the 4 × 4 mixing matrix (if not made orthogonal by itself) determine (within the experimental accuracy) the 4×4 mixing matrix, also the fourth family masses are determined, again within the experimental accuracy.
We must not forget, however, that the assumption of the real and symmetric mass matrices, leading to orthogonal mixing matrices, might not be an acceptable simplification, since we do know that the 3 × 3 sub matrix of the mixing matrix has one complex phase, while the unitary 4 × 4 has three complex phases. (In the next step of study, with hopefully more accurate experimental data, we shall relax conditions on hermiticity of mass matrices and correspondingly on orthogonality of mixing matrices.) We expect that too large experimental inaccuracy leave the fourth family masses in the present study quite undetermined, in particular for leptons.
6. We study quarks and leptons equivalently. The difference among family members originate on the tree level in the eigenvalues of the operators (Q α , Q α , Y α ), which in loop corrections together with other contributors in all orders contribute to all mass matrix elements and cause the difference among family members [47] .
Let us conclude. If the mass matrix of a family member obeys the symmetry required by the spin-charge-family theory, which in a simplified version (as it is taken in this study) is real and symmetric, the matrix elements of the mixing matrices of quarks and leptons are correspondingly real, each of them with n(n−1) 2 free parameters. These six parameters of each mixing matrix are, within the experimental inaccuracy, determined by the three times three experimentally determined sub matrix. After taking into account three so far measured masses of each family member, the six parameters of each mass matrix reduce to three. Twice three free parameters are within the experimental accuracy correspondingly determined by the 3 × 3 sub matrix of the mixing matrix.
The fourth family masses are correspondingly determined -within the experimental accuracy.
Since neither the measured masses nor the measured mixing matrices are determined accurately enough to reproduce the 4 × 4 mixing matrices, we can in the best case expect that the masses and mixing matrix elements of the fourth family will be determined only within some quite large intervals.
A. Submatrices and their extensions to unitary and orthogonal matrices
In this part well known properties of n × n matrices, extended from (n − 1) × (n − 1) submatrices are discussed. We make a short overview of the properties, needed in this paper, although all which will be presented here, is the knowledge on the level of text books.
Any n × n complex matrix has 2n 2 free parameters. The n + 2n(n − 1)/2 unitarity requirements reduce the number of free parameters to n 2 (= 2n 2 − (n + 2n(n − 1)/2)). Let us assume a (n − 1) × (n − 1) known sub matrix of the unitary matrix. The sub matrix can be extended to the unitary matrix by (2 × [2(n − 1) + 1]) real parameters of the last column and last row. The n 2 unitarity conditions on the whole matrix reduce the number of unknowns to (2(2n − 1) − n 2 ). For n = 4 and higher the (n − 1) × (n − 1) sub matrix contains all the information about the unitary n × n matrix.
The ref. [37] proposes a possible extension of an (n − 1)
The choice of phases of the left and the right basic states which determine the unitary matrix (like this is the case with the mixing matrices of quarks and leptons) reduces the number of free parameters for (2n − 1). Correspondingly is the number of free parameters of such an unitary matrix equal to n 2 − (2n − 1), which manifests in 1 2 n(n − 1) real parameters and
) phases (which determine the number of complex parameters). Any real n × n matrix has n 2 free parameters which the 1 2 n(n + 1) orthogonality conditions reduce to 1 2 n(n − 1). The (n − 1) × (n − 1) sub matrix of this orthogonal matrix can be extended to this n × n orthogonal matrix with [2(n − 1) + 1] real parameters. The 1 2 n(n + 1) orthogonality conditions reduce these [2(n − 1) + 1] free parameters to (2n − 1 − 1 2 n(n + 1)), which means that the (n − 1) × (n − 1) sub matrix of an n × n orthogonal matrix determine properties of its n × n orthogonal matrix completely. Any (n − 1) × (n − 1) sub matrix of an orthogonal matrix contains all the information about the whole matrix for any n. Making the sub matrix of the orthogonal matrix orthogonal by itself one looses the information about the n × n orthogonal matrix.
B. Free parameters of mass matrices after taken into account invariants
It is useful for numerical evaluation purposes to take into account for each family member its mass matrix invariants (sect. 2), expressible with three within the experimental accuracy known masses, while we keep the fourth one as a free parameter. We shall make a choice of a α = We shall skip in this section the family member index α and introduce new parameters as follows
After choosing as a free parameter a = I 1 4 (Eq. (6)), which is indeed the fourth family masssummed together with the three known (from the experiment) masses in I 1 -the four invariants of Eq. (2) reduce the number of free parameters to 2. The four invariants therefore relate six parameters leaving three of them undetermined. There are for each pair of family members the measured mixing matrix elements, assumed in this paper to be orthogonal and correspondingly determined by six parameters, which then fixes these two times 3 parameters. The (accurately enough) measured 3 × 3 sub matrix of the (assumed to be orthogonal) 4 × 4 mixing matrix namely determines these 6 parameters within the experimental accuracy.
Using the starting relation among the invariants I i , i ∈ (1, 2, 3, 4) and replacing new parameters (a, b, f, g, q, r) from Eq. (5) we obtain a = I 1 4 ,
We eliminate, using the first two equations, the parameters f and g, expressing them as functions of I 2 and I 3 , which depend, for a particular family member, on the three known masses, the parameter a and the three parameters r, q and b. We are left with the four free parameters (a, b, q, r) and the below relation among these parameters
which reduces the number of free parameters to 3. These 3 free parameters must be determined, together with the corresponding three parameters of the partner, from the measured mixing matrix.
We eliminate one of the 4 free parameters in Eq. (7) by solving the cubic equation for, let us make a choice, q 2
Parameter (α, β, γ, δ) depend on the 3 free remaining parameters (a, b, r) and the three, within experimental accuracy, known masses.
To reduce the number of free parameters from the starting 6 in Eq. (1) to the 3 left after taking into account invariants of each mass matrix, we look for the solution of Eq (8) for all allowed values for (a, b, r). We make a choice for a in the interval of (a min , a max ), determined by the requirement that a, which solves the equations, is a real number. Allowing only real values for parameters f and g we end up with the equation
which determines the maximal positive b for q = 0 = r and also the minimal positive value for b.
For each value of the parameter a the interval (b min , b max ), as well as the interval (r min = 0, r max ), follow when taking into account experimental values for the three lower masses.
Trying to fit the free parameters to the experimental values of the 3 × 3 sub matrix to the mixing matrix we minimize the uncertainty defined in Eq. (10)
where expressions σ V u i d j exp stay for the experimental uncertainties, presented in Eqs. (11, 12) .
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Taking into account the assumptions and the procedure explained in sect. II and in the ref. [39] we are looking for the 4 × 4 in this paper taken to be real and symmetric mass matrices for quarks and leptons, obeying the symmetry of Eq. (1) and manifesting observed properties -masses and mixing matrices -of the so far observed three families of quarks in agreement with the experimental limits for the appearance of the fourth family masses and mixing matrix elements to the lower three families, as presented in the refs. [15, 16, 43] . We also take into account our so far made rough estimations of possible contributions of the fourth family members to the decay of mesons. More detailed estimations are in progress. The results for leptons, presented in Appendix B are the old ones, taking from [11] . They are added only for the comparison.
We hope that we shall be able to learn from the mass matrices of quarks and leptons also about the properties of the scalar fields, which cause masses of quarks and leptons, manifesting effectively so far as the measured Higgs and Yukawa couplings.
We take the 3 × 3 measured mixing matrices for quarks and leptons and the measured masses, all with the experimental inaccuracy. We extend the measured nine mixing matrix elements for each pair to the corresponding 4 × 4 mass matrix, by taking into account the unitarity of the 4 × 4 matrix, in our case indeed the orthogonality of the 4 × 4 matrices. We then look for twice 4 × 4 mass matrices with the symmetry of Eq. (1), and correspondingly for the fourth family masses, for quarks and leptons.
We perform the calculations for quarks with the old [16] and new [15] experimental data for the quarks mixing matrix, to see, whether or not the more accurate values fit better into by the spincharge-family theory predicted symmetry of mass matrices (Eq. (1)). We present in appendix ??
also one trial for the lepton mass matrices. Since the experimental data for the mixing matrix and masses are for leptons known so inaccurate, the results do not tell much.
To test the predicting power of our model in dependence of the experimental inaccuracy of masses and mixing matrices, we compare the calculated mass matrices for quarks, obtained when choosing different values for the fourth family masses, among themselves and with the experimental data, the old [16] ones and the new [15] ones.
A. Numerical results for the observed quarks with mass matrices obeying Eq. (1) We take for the quarks masses the experimental values [16] , recalculated to the Z boson mass scale. We take two kinds of the experimental data for the quark mixing matrices, the older data from [16] and the last data [15] , with the experimentally declared inaccuracies for the so far measured 3 × 3 mixing matrix. We assume, as suggested by the spin-charge-family theory, that these nine matrix elements belong to the 4 × 4 unitary mixing matrix. We take into account the experimentally allowed values for the fourth family masses and other limitations, presented in refs. [32] [33] [34] 43] . We have made also our own rough estimations for the limitations which follow from the meson decays to which the fourth family members participate. Our estimations are still in progress.
A lot of effort was put into the numerical procedure to be sure as much as one can, that we fit the parameters of mass matrices to the experimental values within the experimental inaccuracy, in the best way, that is with the smallest errors.
It is expected that the inaccuracy, mainly due to the quarks mixing matrix, masses do not influence the results so strongly, does not allow to tell much about the fourth family masses. Yet, what we have learned not only supports the predicted symmetry of the spin-charge-family theory, but also predicts to what values will the more accurately measured matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix of the 4 × 4 mixing matrix move.
Let us admit that from the so far obtained results we are not yet able to predict the fourth family quarks mass accurately enough, although the results show that the most trustable might be results pushing the fourth family quarks to 1 TeV or above.
The results manifest that the mass matrices are very close to the democratic ones, which is, as expected, more and more the case the higher might be the fourth family masses, and it is true for quarks and leptons.
The calculated 4 × 4 mixing matrix predicts, in dependence of the fourth family masses, not only the fourth family matrix elements of the mixing matrix, but also the direction in which will the matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix move in the future more accurate measurementsunder the assumption that the spin-charge-family theory is offering the right next step beyond the standard model. In this paper we do not take yet into account the complex phases of the mass matrix elements and correspondingly of the mixing matrices. Sooner or latter we ought to do that.
We present below two types of the experimental values for the quarks 3×3 mixing matrix, taken as the sub matrix of the 4 × 4 matrix, the older experimental data [16] and the newer experimental data [15] .
We start with the older experimental data [16] |V 
and then repeat all the calculations also with the new experimental data [15] 
0.0084 ± 0.0006 0.0400 ± 0.0027 1.021 ± 0.032
The matrix elements of the 4×4 quark mixing matrix will be determine in the numerical procedure, which searches for the best fit of the two quarks mass matrices free parameters presented in Eq. (1) to the experimental data, taking into account the experimental inaccuracy and unitarity of the mixing matrix, ensuring as much as possible, the best fit. Following the procedure explained in sect. II we look for the mass matrices for the u-quarks and the d-quarks by requiring that the mass matrices reproduce experimental data while manifesting symmetry of Eq. (1), predicted by the spin-charge-family theory.
We look for several properties of the obtained mass matrices:
i. We test the influence of the experimentally declared inaccuracy of the 3 × 3 sub matrices of the 4 × 4 mixing matrices and of the twice 3 measured masses on the prediction of the fourth family masses.
ii. We look for how do the old and the new matrix elements of the measured mixing matrix influence the accuracy with which the experimental data are reproduced in the procedure which takes into account the symmetry of mass matrices.
iii. We look for how different choices for the masses of the fourth family members limit the inaccuracy of particular matrix elements of the mixing matrices or the inaccuracy of the three lower masses of family members.
iv. We test how close to the democratic mass matrix are the obtained mass matrices in dependence of the fourth family masses.
v. We look for the predictions of the 4 × 4 mass matrices with the symmetry presented in Eq. (1).
The numerical procedure, used in this contribution, is designed for quarks and leptons. We present in this paper the results for quarks. The results for leptons, presented in appendix B is only to manifest the general properties of leptons, since the experimental data for leptons are far too non accurate to lead to trustable predictions.
In the next subsection III A 1 the numerical results are presented for the 4 × 4 mass matrices of the u-quarks and the d-quarks as they follow from the by the spin-charge-family theory required symmetry after fitting the experimental data.
Mass matrices for quarks
In order to test whether or not our results have some experimental support, we use two kinds of the experimental values for the quark mixing matrix, presented in Eqs. (11, 12) , respectively,
for several values of the fourth family quark masses.
Searching for mass matrices with the symmetry of Eq. We present below the results for the two experimental matrix elements [15, 16] Having results from the fitting procedure when used the old experimental data for the quark mixing matrix, we look for the predictions, which the calculated 3 × 3 matrix elements of the 4 × 4 mixing matrix obeying the symmetry of Eq. (1) offer, and then check to which extend the predictions agree with new experimental data.
Then we repeat calculations with new experimental data.
• Results for the mass matrices of the two quarks family members, fitted to the mixing matrix elements presented in the ref. [16] . The fit offers the smallest common deviation (Eq. 10))
of the sum of all the average values of the nine matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix.
The masses of quarks and the mixing matrix resulting from diagonalizing the two best fitted mass matrices are also presented.
1.
Here m u 4 = 700 GeV m d 4 = 700 GeV is chosen. 
The corresponding total absolute average deviation Eq. (10) 
The corresponding values for the deviations from the average experimental value of the matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix are 
The corresponding total average deviation Eq. (10) is 4.5595.
The two mass matrices correspond to the diagonal masses 
Let us noticed, that while the mass matrices of the u and the d quarks change for a factor of ≈ 1.5, becoming more "democratic" (that is the matrix elements become more and more equal), when changing the fourth family masses from 700 GeV to 1 200 GeV, the mixing matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix do not change a lot (Eqs. (15, 19) ).
Let us now see what does our calculations say. We first make comparison for the old [16] (exp o ) mixing matrix with the calculated ones when the fourth family quark masses are 700
GeV, and 1 200 GeV. Results are presented in Eq. (22) 
The calculated mixing predicts:
i. The matrix element V u 1 d 1 should almost not change, V u 1 d 2 may slightly rise, and (V u 2 d 3 and V u 3 d 3 ) will also rise.
ii. The matrix elements (
should lower. Checking the new experimental values one sees that the prediction was in all the cases in agreement with those new experimental data which were done with better accuracy.
• let us repeat the calculations with new experimental data [15] to see how will the new data influence the mass matrices and the mixing matrix elements. Results for the mass matrices of the two quarks family members, fitted to the new mixing matrix elements [15] , which lead 
The corresponding values, Eq. (10) 
The corresponding total absolute average deviation Eq. (10) is 4.07154.
The corresponding values for the deviations from the average experimental value for each matrix element are 
The corresponding total average deviation Eq. (10) 
Again we notice that the mass matrices of the u and the d quarks change for a factor of ≈ 1.5
when the masses of the fourth family members grow from 700 GeV to 1 200 GeV. The mass matrices become more "democratic". The mixing matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix do not change a lot (Eqs. (24, 28) ) with the masses of the fourth family quarks, but they do agree better with the newer [15] than with the older [16] experimental values.
Let us now compare the old [16] (exp o ) and the new [15] (exp n ) mixing matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix with the calculated ones for either the old [16] or for the new [15] 
Comparing the above results and the results for mass matrices and 4 × 4 mixing matrices one finds:
i. The old and new experimental data differ mainly in the diagonal matrix elements.
ii. The old and new experimental data lead in the fitting procedure to quite similar 3 × 3 sub matrix, while their influence on the fourth family matrix elements are stronger.
iii. The fourth family masses change the mass matrices considerably, while their influence on the 3 × 3 sub matrix of the 4 × 4 mixing matrix is much weaker.
iv. The prediction (Eq. (22)) of the calculated mixing matrix elements, obtained by fitting the symmetry of the mass matrices (Eq. (1)) to the experimental data [16] , was confirmed by improved experimental data [15] . In all cases are the calculated 3 × 3 matrix elements closer to the new experimental values than to the old experimental values.
v. Calculations with new experimental data predict: We expect (Eq. (31)) that more accurate experiments will bring a slightly smaller values for (
vi. The matrix elements V u i d 4 and V u 4 d i change considerably with the mass of the fourth family members, and they differ quite a lot also when using new instead of the old experimental data for the mixing matrix.
vii. Fitting the free parameters of the mass matrices to the new experimental data [15] gives smaller parameter σ (Eq. sigma) than when fitting old experimental data [16] : 4.07154 with respect to 4.5579 for the masses 700 GeV and 4.0724 with respect to 4.5595 for the masses 1 200 GeV, while with the mass σ does not really change. Only very accurate mixing matrix elements would allow to determine fourth family quarks masses more accurately. Since the choice of the fourth family quark masses does not appreciable influence either the fitting procedure or the obtained 3 × 3 mixing matrix, and also not the accuracy of the masses of the three lower families, it is difficult to predict the interval for the masses of the fourth family members. For the masses of the fourth family quarks to be close or above 1 TeV speak more other experimental data, like decays of mesons.
An estimation how trustable is the numerical procedure, used to fit free parameters of the quarks mass matrices to the experimental data, can be made by comparing the results for the mixing matrix for several choices of the fourth family masses. The fitting procedure shows up that the 3 × 3 mixing matrix does not change appreciable, even not for much lower masses from 300
GeV up.
We can conclude: Requiring that the experimental data respect the symmetry of the mass matrices (Eq. (1)) (suggested by the spin-charge-family theory) the prediction can be made for the change of the matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix in future experiments. The masses of the fourth family members are more difficult to predict, since the accuracy of the experimental data for the quark masses and in particular for the mixing matrix should be extremely high to really limit the fourth family masses. For a known fourth family masses the fourth family matrix elements of the mixing matrix are accurate. For masses of the fourth family quarks to be close or above 1 TeV speak more other experimental data, like decays of mesons.
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
One of the most important open questions in the elementary particle physics is: Where do the family originate? Explaining the origin of families would answer the question about the number of families possibly observable at the low energy regime, about the origin of the scalar field(s) and Yukawa couplings and would also explain differences in the fermions properties -the differences in masses and mixing matrices among family members -quarks and leptons.
Assuming that the prediction of the spin-charge-family theory that there are four rather than so far observed three coupled families, the mass matrices of which demonstrate in the massless basis the SU (2) × SU (2) (each of two SU (2) is a subgroup of its own SO(4)) symmetry of Eq. (1), the same for all the family members -the quarks and the leptons -and simplifying the numerical procedure by the assumption that the mass matrices are symmetric and real and correspondingly the mixing matrices orthogonal, we fit the free parameters of the quarks mass matrices (6 for u-quarks and 6 for d-quarks to twice three masses of quarks and to the mixing matrix 4 × 4, extracted from the 3 × 3 sub matrix elements, fitted to 6 parameters of the orthogonal matrix) to the experimental data. Every unitary n × n matrix is for n ≥ 4, through the unitary conditions, uniquely determined by the 3 × 3 sub matrix.
The numerical procedure, explained in this paper, to fit free parameters to the experimental data within the experimental inaccuracy of masses and in particular of the mixing matrix is very tough. The accurate mixing matrix elements and masses would completely determine the fourth family masses. The experimental inaccuracies are too large to tell the trustable mass interval, within which the fourth family masses of quarks lie.
In this paper we are not yet able to tell the mass intervals for the fourth family quarks. But since the matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix depend very weakly on the fourth family masses, the calculated matrix (from the experimental data under the assumption that the mass matrices manifest the symmetry of Eq. (1)) offer the prediction to what values will more accurate measurements move the present experimental data. We checked this prediction by performing calculations with the old matrix elements [16] and then test the prediction on the new ones [15] . The results are presented in Eq. (22) . Repeating calculations with the new matrix elements for several masses of the fourth family quarks we predict further change of the 3 × 3 sub matrix elements, presented in Eq. (31).
We expect: More accurate experiments will bring a slightly smaller values for (V ud , V ub , V tb ), smaller (V cs , V td ), (V us , V cd ) will slightly grow and (V cb ) V ts will grow.
The fourth family mixing matrix elements depend, as expected, strongly on the fourth family masses. For chosen masses of the fourth family members their matrix elements can be quite accurately predicted (Eqs. (24, 28) ).
Mass matrices are quite close to the "democratic" ones not only for leptons but also for quarks.
With the growing fourth family masses the "democracy" in matrix elements grow (Eqs. (23, 23) ), as expected.
Although we have not study complex mass matrices, we do not expect that the presented results would change considerably after taking into account the complex phases of mass matrices and correspondingly also of the mixing matrices. We estimate the accuracy of our calculations by comparing the results of the calculated 3 × 3 matrix elements for the interval of the fourth family masses, from 300 GeV to 1 200 GeV. It look very trustable, offering for all these masses only slowly changing matrix elements.
We are concluding: Requiring that the experimental data respect the symmetry of the mass matrices (Eq. (1)) (suggested by the spin-charge-family theory) the prediction is made for the change of the matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix in future more accurate experiments. More (much more) accurate measured 3 × 3 sub matrix elements in future will determine, following the spin-charge-family theory, the fourth family masses and the fourth family matrix elements.
However, even with the present experimental data our calculations, respecting the symmetry of the mass matrices (Eq. (1)) offer the prediction for the direction to which will more accurately measured matrix elements move.
Since the symmetry of the mass matrices are determined in the spin-charge-family theory by two triplet (with respect to the family charges) and tree singlet (with respect to the family members charges (Q, Q , Y )) scalar fields [13, 14] , all with the weak and the hyper charges as assumed in the standard model for the scalar fields, we hope to learn from the properties of the mass matrices and the corresponding mixing matrices more about these scalar fields.
Appendix A: A brief presentation of the spin-charge-family theory
We present in this section a very brief introduction into the spin-charge family theory [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
The reader can skip this appendix taking by the spin-charge family theory required symmetry of mass matrices of Eq. (1) 1. Mass matrices on the tree level and beyond which manifest SU (2) × SU (2) symmetry Let us make a choice of a massless basis ψ i , i = (1, 2, 3, 4), for a particular family memeber α.
And let us take into account the two kinds of the operators, which transform the basis vectors into
with the propertiesÑ
This is indeed what the two SU (2) operators in the spin-charge-family theory do. The gauge scalar fields of these operators determine, together with the corresponding coupling constants, the off diagonal and diagonal matrix elements on the tree level. In addition to these two kinds of SU (2) scalars there are three U (1) scalars, which distinguish among the family members, contributing on the tree level the same diagonal matrix elements for all the families. In loop corrections in all orders the symmetry of mass matrices remains unchanged, while the three U (1) scalars, contributing coherently with the two kinds of SU (2) 
which means that 
determining for each assumed value for any mixing matrix element within the experimentally allowed inaccuracy the corresponding fourth family mixing matrix elements (|V ν i e 4 | and |V ν 4 e j |) from the unitarity condition for the 4 × 4 mixing matrix. The masses of leptons are taken from [15, 16] while we take the fourth family masses as free parameters, checking how much does the experimental inaccuracy influence a possible prediction for the fourth family leptons masses and how does this prediction agree with experimentally allowed values [15, 16, 43] for the fourth family lepton masses. 
Numerical results for leptons
We present here the old results [11] for leptons, manifesting properties of the lepton mass matrices. These results are less informative than those for quarks, since the experimental results are for leptons mixing matrix much less accurate than in the case of quarks and also masses are known less accurately.
We make a choice of the fourth family masses and take the mixing matrix elements from the old experimental data [16] We have 
and the masses 
We did not adapt lepton masses to Z m mass scale. Zeros (0.) for the matrix elements concerning the fourth family members means that the values are less than 10 −5 and 1.
means that the difference from 1 occurs on the sixth digit at most.
We notice:
i. The required symmetry, Eq. (1), is kept exactly.
ii. The mass matrices of leptons are very close to the "democratic" matrix.
iii. The mixing matrix elements among the first three and the fourth family members are very small, what is due to our choice, since the matrix elements of the 3 × 3 sub matrix of the 4 × 4 unitary matrix, predicted by the spin-charge-family theory are very inaccurately known.
Appendix C: Properties of non Hermitian mass matrices
This pedagogic presentation of well known properties of non Hermitian matrices can be found in many textbooks, for example [44] . We repeat this topic here only to make our discussions transparent.
Let us take a non Hermitian mass matrix M α as it follows from the spin-charge-family theory, α denotes a family member (index ± used in the main text is dropped).
We always can diagonalize a non Hermitian M α with two unitary matrices, S α (S α † S α = I) and T α (T α † T α = I) 
The proof is added below.
Changing phases of the basic states, those of the left handed one and those of the right handed one, the new unitary matrices S α = S α F αS and T α = T α F αT change the phase of the elements of diagonalized mass matrices 
In the case that the mass matrix is Hermitian T α can be replaced by S α , but only up to phases originating in the phases of the two basis, the left handed one and the right handed one, since they remain independent.
One can diagonalize the non Hermitian mass matrices in two ways, that is either one diagonalizes
